Letters from Scholarship Students
“My parents and I are fine, while my grandma is some days sick and some days well.
I am trying to study hard and Regjina as well, but the subjects as Physics and English we get a bit difficult
to understand. I do believe you have seen my grades and I do hope you liked them.
I want to thank you for your help, because sincerely my family couldn’t had have managed my spending.
We need to pay books, the bus and things necessary in the everyday life, but imagine if we would have
to pay the dormitory $95 monthly. We could have never pay.
I will never forget your help.”

Donika Rakaj, first year student from Boga going to high school in Shkoder
“I do wish you are well and the things are going well too.

I am fine and everything is going well for me. I am doing well in lessons, I have just finished the
first term and now we need to prepare for the mature exams as they are being every year and
more difficult.
We have taken the key point program of the obliged subjects as Math and Literature, and we
have started the consults with the teachers.
We have not fill yet the form A1(the form where we decide which subject to take exam as the
choose exams), we will fill it in March. Different from the years in the past, this year we have to
pass the obliged and choose exams to get the diploma, while before the diploma could have
been taken only with the obliged exams.
The standard level of the points for University got increased with 10%, it means that the
education level is increasing.”
Aurel Lekaj, last year of high school in Shkoder,

" Hello Steve
How are you and your family? My family and me are fine.
What about Charlotte? Have you met her? How is she?
Here everything is ok. Now we have restarted the school, so we are in Shkoder
with Marinela too. I am doing well, but I am sorry for Viola and Alma.
Although I am happy about my school, we have a lot of house works in Boga,
because we are reconstructing it a little and I need to clean as we have the fest on 28th.
I want to thank you very much for everything you did about me, and especially that you
continuously are paying the house where I stay. Thank you so much.”
Regjina Rakaj, first year student from Boga going to high school in Shkoder

